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Succeed in your course and your career as a paralegal with PARALEGAL TODAY: THE LEGAL TEAM AT WORK. This updated Seventh
Edition shows you how current technology and social media tools are used in practice, while helping you develop an understanding of the
laws in our society, the importance of ethical and professional responsibility, and the skills needed to thrive in today's legal environment. Realworld examples, practical applications, ethical dilemmas, hands-on assignments, and an entire chapter on paralegal careers (with salary
information) prepare you to meet the challenges of today's paralegal working environment. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Core Text Series takes the reader straight to the heart of the subject, providing an invaluable and reliable guide for students of law at all
levels. Written by leading academics and renowned for their clarity, these concise texts explain the intellectual challenges of each area of
thelaw.O'Sullivan and Hilliard's The Law of Contract provides students with a clear, straightforward, and comprehensive account of the core
principles of contract law to enable a sound understanding of the subject. The new edition has been rigorously updated by Cambridge
academic and teacher, JanetO'Sullivan. All the key topics on the LLB and GDL courses are covered, and the author introduces students to
current debates in the field.Complex problems are broken down into manageable steps and self-test questions are provided at the end of
each chapter to help reinforce learning and aid revision.Online resourcesOn the accompanying online resources students can find guides to
answering these questions as well as additional support for their studies, including additional chapters, and web links. There are also twiceannual updates keep students up to speed on key developments in contract law.Self-test questions on the key topics of contract law give
students the opportunity to test their learning. These questions test both factual knowledge to help consolidate understanding of key topics,
and also offer a range of questions testing practical understanding, by putting students in theshoes of a legal practitioner facing a particular
scenario.
You should sleep with a stranger, her best friend whispered in her ear—and so begins the intense, erotic journey of Kasie Fitzgerald in Book
One of the Just One Night series, a blockbuster bestseller and “an uplifting story in which sex is presented both as freedom and as a
metaphor for power” (Publishers Weekly). Kasie Fitzgerald knows who she’s supposed to be. Responsible. Reliable. Predictable. She’s an
ambitious workaholic who is devoted to the sensible man she plans to marry. But one wild, impulsive night in Vegas is about to open her eyes
up to who she wants to be... Trying her sexy new dress and her luck at a blackjack table, Kasie meets him. Intense. Flirtatious. Dangerous.
She accepts his invitation for a drink...and then to his hotel room. She doesn’t know his name. But she’ll never forget the sex. Hard. Thrilling.
Explosive. So when her mystery man later shows up at her office unexpectedly, she succumbs to his mastery, both in bed and in the
boardroom. There’s no telling where the powerful, wealthy Robert Dade will lead her. But there’s also no resisting her desire...however far
she’ll go under its spell. The only question is who she’ll be when the journey ends.
Examines the life and work of Giovanni Francesco Straparola, who created the modern fairy tale and sought his fortune by selling his tales to
the inhabitants of Renaissance Venice.
Part 2 of the Just One Night series. One passionate night with a stranger turned Kasie’s world upside down, and just when she thought she
was getting the hang of things, her fiancé finds out... You should sleep with a stranger—those words whispered in her ear by her best friend
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became a challenge Kasie took to heart. Suddenly, the man who gave her the most shocking pleasure in that upscale Vegas hotel—a man
whose name she never bothered to find out—is her company’s biggest client. As this unknown man becomes Mr. Dade at the office, and Mr.
Dade becomes Robert in the bedroom, Kasie discovers her true nature and begins to question the carefully controlled, modest image she has
crafted to please her family and friends. But when her fiancé, Dave, finds out, his rage and desire to both keep her and punish her could cost
her everything—including Robert, the only man who has wanted Kasie for who she really is and the only man who makes her feel truly alive.

At last someone has discovered one of the most fascinating lives of the 20th century. As a crusading journalist, John Reagan 'Tex'
McCrary led the way from newspapering into radio and television. As a handsome adventurer, this well-connected Yalie romanced
some of the world's most talented (and richest) women, winding up a globe-girdling love affair by marrying Jinx Falkenburg, then
America's top model and later his partner on the air. As a brave Army Air Corps colonel in World War II, he took the first group of
reporters into devastated Hiroshima, and was instrumental in the creation of an independent U.S. Air Force. As a political activist,
he was a powerful influence in pulling General Eisenhower back from Paris to wrench the Republican presidential nomination from
the hard right—even though his advocacy cost him his network job. As a pioneer publicist, Tex brought a social conscience to the
builder of Levittown and sent a kid he was mentoring (me) to Moscow to set up the historic 'kitchen debate' between Nikita
Khrushchev and Richard Nixon. I could never get him to write his memoirs before he died; the active octogenarian stubbornly said
'I won't live my life with eyes on the rear-view mirror.' But Chuck Kelly, his longtime friend, interviewed him skillfully and often, and
now we have an adventurer's eye-view of McCrary's little-known role in tempestuous times.—William Safire
This book explores the nascent and complex terrain of democratization and peaceful political transitions in Africa. It analyzes
major election-related conflicts across the continent, explains their root causes and major consequences, and offers measures that
may be undertaken to prevent, manage, and resolve election-induced conflicts. It charts a path for the future political and
democratic stability in Africa.
This carefully edited collection of "Tales of Mystery & Suspense: 25+ Thrillers in One Edition” has been designed and formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. The Great Impersonation The Double Traitor The Black
Box The Devil's Paw A Maker Of History The New Tenant The Cinema Murder The Box With Broken Seals The Yellow Crayon
The Yellow House; Or As A Man Lives Mr. Marx's Secret The Great Secret Mysterious Mr. Sabin The World's Great Snare The
Lost Ambassador Havoc The Lighted Way The Kingdom Of The Blind The Evil Shepherd The Great Prince Shan False Evidence
The Betrayal Jeanne Of The Marshes The Vanished Messenger The Zeppelin's Passenger A Monk of Cruta The Traitor A Prince
Of Sinners Anna The Adventuress The Master Mummer E. Phillips Oppenheim, the Prince of Storytellers (1866-1946) was an
internationally renowned author of mystery and espionage thrillers. His novels and short stories have all the elements of bloodracing adventure and intrigue and are precursors of modern-day spy fictions.
Climate change control has risen to the top of the international agenda. Failed efforts, centred in the United Nations, to allocate
responsibility have resulted in a challenge now reaching crisis stage. John J. Kirton and Ella Kokotsis analyse the generation and
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effectiveness of four decades of intergovernmental regimes for controlling global climate change. Informed by international
relations theories and critical of the prevailing UN approach, Kirton and Kokotsis trace the global governance of climate change
from its 1970s origins to the present and demonstrate the effectiveness of the plurilateral summit alternative grounded in the G7/8
and the G20. Topics covered include: - G7/8 and UN competition and convergence on governing climate change - Kyoto
obligations and the post-Kyoto regime - The role of the G7/8 and G20 in generating a regime beyond Kyoto - Projections of and
prescriptions for an effective global climate change control regime for the twenty-first century. This topical book synthesizes a rich
array of empirical data, including new interview and documentary material about G7/8 and G20 governance of climate change, and
makes a valuable contribution to understanding the dynamics of governing climate change. It will appeal to scholars, researchers,
and policy makers interested in the dynamics behind governance processes within the intergovernmental realm.
The Touring Musician helps performers at all levels of experience to take control of their careers. Packed with practical
information, this invaluable handbook guides musicians in applying sound business practices to band travel by evaluating assets,
creating an action plan, researching, negotiating, and booking venues, arranging transportation and lodgings, managing personal
and tour finances, and getting publicity. The Touring Musician includes: * Point-by-point advice about how to set up a small
business * Eleven sample worksheets and checklists, in a ready-to-photocopy format, that will help keep you and your information
organized * Samples of the major types of legal documents involved in booking a band * A step-by-step chapter showing you how
to book and route a sample tour, including five calendars and five budgets * Plus solid advice about how to research your venue
contacts, negotiate gigs and fees, manage your band finances, coordinate your promotional activities, and much, much more.
Medieval clerics believed that original sin had rendered their "fallen bodies" vulnerable to corrupting impulses—particularly those of a sexual
nature. They feared that their corporeal frailty left them susceptible to demonic forces bent on penetrating and polluting their bodies and
souls. Drawing on a variety of canonical and other sources, Fallen Bodies examines a wide-ranging set of issues generated by fears of
pollution, sexuality, and demonology. To maintain their purity, celibate clerics combated the stain of nocturnal emissions; married clerics
expelled their wives onto the streets and out of the historical record; an exemplum depicting a married couple having sex in church was told
and retold; and the specter of the demonic lover further stigmatized women's sexuality. Over time, the clergy's conceptions of womanhood
became radically polarized: the Virgin Mary was accorded ever greater honor, while real, corporeal women were progressively denigrated.
When church doctrine definitively denied the physicality of demons, the female body remained as the prime material presence of sin. Dyan
Elliott contends that the Western clergy's efforts to contain sexual instincts—and often the very thought and image of woman—precipitated
uncanny returns of the repressed. She shows how this dynamic ultimately resulted in the progressive conflation of the female and the
demonic, setting the stage for the future persecution of witches.
This book aims to explain the principles of contract law for the businessman, and to put those principles into their commercial context.
Anyone involved in commercial transactions needs at least a basic understanding of the principles of contract law – the legal framework for all
commercial activity. A lack of such a basic understanding at best results in a business which is less competitive and ultimately less profitable
than it should be, and at worst can have expensive and sometimes disastrous commercial consequences.
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Featuring succinct case summaries, THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT TODAY, SUMMARIZED CASE EDITION, 8E, equips students with the
working knowledge of business-related laws recommended by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business while
strengthening the reasoning skills they need to interpret and apply them. Using summarized cases from 2013 and 2014 legal decisions, the
text challenges students to analyze and resolve legal issues facing today's businesses. Hypothetical situations and exercises, ethical
discussions, and international considerations illustrate how business law applies to students' everyday lives and their future careers. In
addition to an overall emphasis on how the digital landscape is affecting business law, the text covers the latest on corporate responsibility,
financial and credit card reforms, health-care laws, and much more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Here are the short story collaborations of legendary editor and multiple Nebula Award winning author Gardner Dozois with some of the
greatest writers of modern science fiction. Each story is followed by an essay by the collaborator discussing Dozois and his influence on
science fiction and beyond. Includes collaborative stories and appreciations by: Michael Bishop Pat Cadigan Michael Swanwick Jack Dann
Jack C. Haldeman, II Susan Casper At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Business Law, 5th Edition (James et al.) is written for business students to provide a clear and accessible introduction to the legal system.
Business law courses are the first exposure to law for many business students and the first time they are obliged to think deeply about the
discipline. This updated edition presents business law in a practical context rather than the doctrinal context that many major legal publishers
use. The Business Law interactive e-text features a range of instructional media content designed to provide students with an engaging
learning experience. This includes practitioner videos from Herbert Smith Freehills, animated work problems and questions with immediate
feedback. This new edition is a unique resource that can form the basis of a blended learning solution for lecturers.

This carefully crafted ebook: "The Complete Novels of Joseph Conrad - All 20 Works in One Premium Edition” is formatted for
your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Table of Contents: Novels Almayer's Folly: A Story of an Eastern
River An Outcast of the Islands The Nigger of the 'Narcissus': A Tale of the Forecastle Heart of Darkness Lord Jim The Inheritors:
An Extravagant Story Typhoon & Falk: A Reminiscence The End of the Tether Romance Nostromo: A Tale of the Seaboard The
Secret Agent: A Simple Tale The Nature of a Crime Under Western Eyes Chance: A Tale in Two Parts Victory: An Island Tale The
Shadow Line: A Confession The Arrow of Gold: A Story Between Two Notes The Rescue: A Romance The Rover Suspense: A
Napoleonic Novel Memoirs, Letters and Articles A Personal Record; or Some Reminiscences The Mirror of the Sea Notes On Life
And Letters Autocracy And War The Crime Of Partition A Note On The Polish Problem Poland Revisited First News Well Done
Tradition Confidence Flight Some Reflections On The Loss Of The Titanic Certain Aspects Of The Admirable Inquiry Into The Loss
Of The Titanic Protection Of Ocean Liners A Friendly Place On Red Badge of Courage Biography & Critical Essays Joseph
Conrad (A Biography) by Hugh Walpole Joseph Conrad, A Personal Remembrance by Ford Madox Ford Joseph Conrad by John
Albert Macy A Conrad Miscellany by John Albert Macy Joseph Conrad by Virginia Woolf Joseph Conrad (1857-1924), was a
Polish author who wrote in English after settling in England. Conrad is regarded as one of the greatest novelists in English, though
he did not speak the language fluently until he was in his twenties. He wrote stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that
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depict trials of the human spirit in the midst of an indifferent universe. He was a master prose stylist who brought a distinctly nonEnglish tragic sensibility into English literature.
International public servants and their far-reaching secretariats receive little press attention when nation-states take the spotlight in
significant international events, which is why author John Mathiason and others commonly refer to them as invisible. But
secretariats’ activities are constantly shaping the course of history with inspectors determining whether uranium enrichment in Iran
is for peaceful purposes, maintaining surveillance on a possible bird flu epidemic (the World Health Organization), raising alarms
about starvation in Zimbabwe (the World Food Programme), or passing judgment on former heads of state and military officers in
the Balkans (the United Nations war crimes tribunal). Having served as a member of the United Nations Secretariat for 25 years,
author John Mathiason offers a unique behind-the-scenes view, taking readers through of the life and duties of an international
public servant. Through personal accounts and extensive knowledge of a variety of international organizations, Mathiason covers
the implications of being an influential, but "invisible" entity. He charts the difficulties in documenting scope and accountability, the
issues such as disarmament, human rights, and environmental protection that he encountered while serving at the secretariat and
charts the history of these dynamic and expansive entities present in every crucial event of the past century. By looking at the
international public sector as an actor in its own right, Invisible Governance provides a new perspective on the workings of the
international system and tools and approaches for ensuring that the system works effectively and with accountability.
Transit-oriented development (TOD) seeks to maximize access to mass transit and nonmotorized transportation with centrally
located rail or bus stations surrounded by relatively high-density commercial and residential development. New Urbanists and
smart growth proponents have embraced the concept and interest in TOD is growing, both in the United States and around the
world. New Transit Town brings together leading experts in planning, transportation, and sustainable design—including Scott
Bernstein, Peter Calthorpe, Jim Daisa, Sharon Feigon, Ellen Greenberg, David Hoyt, Dennis Leach, and Shelley Poticha—to
examine the first generation of TOD projects and derive lessons for the next generation. It offers topic chapters that provide
detailed discussion of key issues along with case studies that present an in-depth look at specific projects. Topics examined
include: the history of projects and the appeal of this form of development a taxonomy of TOD projects appropriate for different
contexts and scales the planning, policy and regulatory framework of "successful" projects obstacles to financing and strategies for
overcoming those obstacles issues surrounding traffic and parking the roles of all the actors involved and the resources available
to them performance measures that can be used to evaluate outcomes Case Studies include Arlington, Virginia (Roslyn-Ballston
corridor); Dallas (Mockingbird Station and Addison Circle); historic transit-oriented neighborhoods in Chicago; Atlanta (Lindbergh
Center and BellSouth); San Jose (Ohlone-Chynoweth); and San Diego (Barrio Logan). New Transit Town explores the key
challenges to transit-oriented development, examines the lessons learned from the first generation of projects, and uses a
systematic examination and analysis of a broad spectrum of projects to set standards for the next generation. It is a vital new
source of information for anyone interested in urban and regional planning and development, including planners, developers,
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community groups, transit agency staff, and finance professionals.
Part 3 of the Just One Night series. One wild night in a Vegas hotel changed everything for Kasie. Sleeping with a powerful, sexy
stranger made her rethink her impending marriage, and a whole lot more. As her affair threatens her job and the sexy billionaire
Robert Dade becomes more controlling, Kasie has to figure out if her passion is leading her down a path she really wants. She’s
seduced by his gifts of power, success, and adventure, she’s overwhelmed by what he can make her feel with a single touch, the
way he can make her ache for him with just a look. But is the cost of absolute power and pleasure a price Kasie can afford? And
does she truly know this man who says he can give her everything…or is he still a stranger after all?
This book gathers the very best academic research to date on prison regimes in Latin America and the Caribbean. Grounded in
solid ethnographic work, each chapter explores the informal dynamics of prisons in diverse territories and countries of the region
Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia, Honduras, Nicaragua, Colombia, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic while theorizing how day-to-day life
for the incarcerated has been forged in tandem between prison facilities and the outside world. The editors and contributors to this
volume ask: how have fastest-rising incarceration rates in the world affected civilians lives in different national contexts? How do
groups of prisoners form broader and more integrated carceral communities across day-to-day relations of exchange and
reciprocity with guards, lawyers, family, associates, and assorted neighbors? What differences exist between carceral
communities from one national context to another? Last but not least, how do carceral communities, contrary to popular opinion,
necessarily become a productive force for the good and welfare of incarcerated subjects, in addition to being a potential source of
troubling violence and insecurity? This edited collection represents the most rigorous scholarship to date on the prison regimes of
Latin America and the Caribbean, exploring the methodological value of ethnographic reflexivity inside prisons and theorizing how
daily life for the incarcerated challenges preconceptions of prisoner subjectivity, so-called prison gangs, and bio-political order.
Sacha Darke is Senior Lecturer in Criminology at University of Westminster, UK, Visiting Lecturer in Law at University of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, and Affiliate of Kings Brazil Institute, Kings College London, UK. Chris Garces is Research Professor of
Anthropology at Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador, and Visiting Lecturer in Law at Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar,
Ecuador. Luis Duno-Gottberg is Professor at Rice University, USA. He specializes in Caribbean culture, with emphasis on race
and ethnicity, politics, violence, and visual culture. Andres Antillano is Professor in Criminology at Universidad Central de
Venezuela, Venezuala.
Sell your business for more than its worth addresses the vital issues that add value to your business as well as increase the sales price
potential of your business. This book will define industries that are desirable to buyers and it will open your eyes to discover if your industry is
thriving or dying and what you can do about it. This must-read will provide valuable tips on creating congruent profit centers and diversifying
your product/client mix. Most important this book is a blueprint for anyone that wants to increase market share, become more profitable and
for those that want to, sell their business for top dollar! This extraordinary book will demonstrate how to increase profits, plan your exit
strategy and sell your business for maximum value in the quickest time possible in an easy to understand step-by-step approach.
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Just One Night, Part 3: Binding AgreementSimon and Schuster
This carefully crafted ebook: “The Complete Works of Joseph Conrad: 20 Novels & 26 Short Stories (Including Memoirs, Essays & Letters in
One Single Edition)” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. TABLE OF CONTENTS Novels Almayer's
Folly An Outcast of the Islands The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' Heart of Darkness Lord Jim The Inheritors Typhoon & Falk The End of the
Tether Romance Nostromo The Secret Agent The Nature of a Crime Under Western Eyes Chance Victory The Shadow Line The Arrow of
Gold The Rescue The Rover Suspense: A Napoleonic Novel (unfinished) Short Stories Point of Honor: A Military Tale Falk: A Reminiscence
Amy Foster To-morrow Karain, A Memory The Idiots The Outpost of Progress The Return Youth 'Twixt Land and Sea A Smile of Fortune The
Secret Sharer Freya of the Seven Isles Gaspar Ruiz The Informer The Brute An Anarchist The Duel Il Conde The Warrior's Soul Prince
Roman The Tale The Black Mate The Planter of Malata The Partner The Inn of the Two Witches Because of the Dollars Play One Day More
Memoirs, Letters and Essays Collected Letters A Personal Record The Mirror of the Sea Notes on My Books Notes on Life & Letters
Autocracy And War The Crime Of Partition A Note On The Polish Problem Poland Revisited Reflections On The Loss Of The Titanic Certain
Aspects Of Inquiry Protection Of Ocean Liners A Friendly Place On Red Badge of Courage Biography & Critical Essays Joseph Conrad (A
Biography) by Hugh Walpole Joseph Conrad, A Personal Remembrance by Ford Madox Ford The Making of an Author by Robert Lynd Tales
of Mystery by Robert Lynd Joseph Conrad by John Albert Macy A Conrad Miscellany by John Albert Macy Joseph Conrad & The Athenæum
by Arnold Bennett Joseph Conrad by Virginia Woolf Joseph Conrad (1857-1924) is regarded as one of the greatest English novelists. He
wrote stories and novels, often with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit in the midst of an indifferent universe.
In recent years game theory has swept through all of the social sciences. Its practitioners have great designs for it, claiming that it offers an
opportunity to unify the social sciences and that it it the natural foundation of a rational theory of society. Game Theory is for those who are
intrigued but baffled by these claims, and daunted by the technical demands of most introductions to the subject. Requiring no more than
simple arithmetic, the book: * Traces the origins of Game Theory and its philosophical premises * Looks at its implications for the theory of
bargaining and social contract theory * Gives a detailed exposition of all of the major `games' including the famous `prisoner's dilemma' *
Analyses cooperative, non cooperative, repeated, evolutionary and experimental games
Ever consider those intoxicating moments life chooses to introduce sex to her innocents? In this gloves-off adventure you'll meet a hooker, a
mare in heat and the minister's wife all playing roles in "Whitey" Spittle's sex education. When Granny dies, Whitey's divorced mother
reluctantly surrenders, and farms out her ten-year-old handful to a succession of foster homes. Too young, he lacks the tools to compare and
evaluate "normal," and views unfamiliar sleeping arrangements as "okay, for a kid." But it's in Saint John's School that he earns his campaign
ribbons. The Sisters of St. Joseph regularly relieve him of contraband wax lips, horned toads, and wooden matches. An aversion to
catechism lessons and long-division combines with classroom antics, and the nuns lock arms against their student with "storms in his head."
The misguided eight-year-old flies off his garage to test-flight Grandmother's umbrella. During WWII the high school sophomore positions
explosives on a local trolley track. And a fraternity "low-rider" accidentally full-throttles a borrowed Harley Davidson into the Pacific surf.
Thankfully, Mother remarries and brings her "Little Jackass" home to his own bed. Things begin to fall into place, and Mother can finally
exhale.
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